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...and counting
29 YEARS

Building Futures. 
Creating Communities.



Our Mission

Mainstay provides, 

promotes and 

supports quality 

affordable and 

accessible housing 

primarily for 

consumer-survivors, 

as well as people 

with special needs.
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A message from the President 
and Executive Director
Twenty-nine years ago, we were founded around an idea: that 
safe, affordable permanent homes are the key to a good life.

This year, the Ministry of Health and 
Long-term Care’s Respect, Recovery, 
 Resilience: Recommendations for 
Ontario’s Mental Health Strategy has 
confi rmed what our experience has 
told us: that “Housing with supports... is 
one of the most effective interventions 
for people with mental health and/or 
addiction problems.” 

Now we want to expand our reach
As we enter our 30th year, our goal is to extend the benefi ts of 
supportive housing to an ever widening circle. This work has 
already begun. Thanks to our Support Service Agreement, as a 
vehicle to expand access – we now have 20 agency partners, up 
from ten in 2001 – we have been able to reach an increasingly 
diverse population. 

We want to remember the over 3,742 people on Toronto’s 
supportive housing waiting list, with 1,152 people waiting 

specifi cally for a home in Mainstay. This year, with funding 
from MOHLTC and TC LHIN, we are engaged with Jean Tweed 
Centre and TCAT to create 64 new affordable rental homes for 
people with addictions. This is a step in the right direction; 
sustained provincial funding would allow us to do much more. 

A wider circle for every tenant member
We also want our tenant members to enjoy an 
ever-expanding circle of choice, responsibility, 
opportunity and belonging. In this report, we 
look at the ways Mainstay has fostered and 
extended this “citizenship circle” among our 
1,031 tenant members, and the lessons that will 
take us into the next 29 years. 

Of course, a circle cannot expand without a 
strong central core. We are grateful for our dedicated board 
and their stewardship of our mission and values. We are proud 
of our staff who daily provide compassionate, professional 
service. We appreciate our members who support each other, 
and work alongside our staff, to create community. We value 
the collaboration of our support service agency partners, and 
the support of our funders. Thank you all.

Rhoda Beecher  Brigitte Witkowski
President  Executive Director 

Georgiana Beal

Rhoda Beecher, 
President

Neill Carson

Tim Casey

Virginia Doolittle

Tracey Ewing

David Haigh

Thomas Lam

Stuart MacFarlane

Richard Lundeen

Paul Oxley

Brian Pollard, 
Treasurer

Paul Reid, 
Vice President

Board of Directors 2010/2011
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Citizens have choices  
Our tenant members have complex lives. 
For many, the struggle has been home-
lessness, mental illness or an addiction. 
Some have physical disabilities; others 
are survivors of violence, abuse or institu-
tionalization. Many have faced discrimi-
nation. All have experienced poverty. 

Mainstay was founded to ensure our 
tenants, in all their complexity, enjoyed 
the right every citizen enjoys: the right 
to a safe, permanent home. That right is 
still the bedrock of our work. 

But citizens not only have rights, they 
have choices. 

Back in the 1990’s, we discovered that 
many of the people living in our buildings 
had no idea they were our tenants. They 
only knew that an agency had told them, 
“live here,” – and so they did. 

So in 2001, we changed our approach from 
“live here” to “where do you want to live?” 
Offering choice – not placement – has al-
lowed tenants to defi ne their own best in-
terests. No-one gets everything they want, 
of course; poverty always limits choices. 
But the act of choosing, even among lim-
ited options, connects the individual to 
what matters to them, and leverages their 
commitment and capacity to succeed.

We have brought the element of choice 
into all aspects of tenancy. For example, 
at intake, we begin with a narrative in-
terview. We ask, where did you live?  
What was it like? What happened?  
Through story-telling we all learn to-
gether as the tenant looks backward 
at past housing experiences, and then 
looks forward, with hope, at how it 
could be different. The new tenant 
then creates a ‘successful tenancy ac-
tion plan,’ defi ning goals and strategies 
to maintain their housing and lay the 
foundation for “the good life.”
 

Extending citizenship
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Boarding Home

Private Landlord

Social or Non-Profi t Housing

Street Homeless/Shelter/Hostel

With Family/Friends

Psychiatric and General  
Hospitals

Other/Correctional Facility/
Donʼt Know

Shared housing (rooming, 
transitional)

No Reply

Where People 
Lived Before Moving 

in to Mainstay
In the late 1990s people moved in to 
Mainstay mostly from a private landlord, 
other social or non-profi t housing provider, 
or had lived with their family.  By 2011 most 
Mainstay members moved in from being 
street homeless or from a shelter or hostel.  
This shows that: increasingly, we are housing 
people in greater need of supportive housing.
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Racial Composition of 
Mainstay Members

Before 1999, 70% of Mainstay members 
identifi ed as White; 11% as Other; 15% 
as Black; 3% as Aboriginal. By 2011, the 
racial mix was more evenly distributed, 
demonstrating more equity of access to 
our housing.
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“I am defi nitely impressed by the process of this 

orientation. This is helping me feel the security 

that I need to rebuild my circumstances. The 

most important thing to me right now is to be 

stable, both in health and lifestyle. The housing 

has given me a new perspective towards how 

I want to live and what I need in order to 

accomplish my goals.”

Doris.
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Black

Mixed Race

South-East Asian

South Asian

White

Other 

No Reply
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“Getting into housing means a whole world 

of difference to myself and my children... I will 

have a hand of help from an agency who has 

helped my family and myself tremendously.”

Mary.
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European
Aboriginal Canadian
West-Indian
South Asian
Asian
Chinese
African
Other 
No Reply
Canadian
Middle Eastern
Central/South American

 Place of Origin & Ethnicity 
of Mainstay Members

Before 1999, 54% of Mainstay members 
self-identifi ed their origins as European. 
By 2011, our ethnic diversity is fairly evenly 
distributed, demonstrating the equity of 
access to our housing.
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WWe don’t believe that we are hous-
ing of last resort or that our tenants 
could not survive without us. We 
focus on abilities. 

Starting in 1999, we began to see 
our tenants as citizens with not only 
choices, but responsibilities. We 
began to enforce the rules for pay-
ing rent, unit damages, and being a 
good neighbour.

In that year, we issued eviction 
notices to 70% of our tenants. Did 
that mean 70% of our tenants ended

up on the street? Not at all. Relying 
on a new organizational structure 
and the creation of the ‘Supportive 
Housing Worker’ role, we provided 
education and practical support on 
the job of being a tenant in Ontario. 
Most of our tenants took up their 
responsibilities, learning the skills 
needed to become successful tenants. 

We know our tenants are resilient 
and resourceful. Over time, with 
the right support at the right time, 
tenants play an active role in solv-
ing problems, gaining confi dence 
and seeing success.

Mainstay’s Supportive Housing 
Workers – about one worker for every 
60 households – work alongside
tenants to help them uphold their 
tenancy responsibilities. Problems 
that threaten the tenancy (such as 
violence, damages, illegal activi-
ties or unpaid rent) are treated as 
opportunities to reconnect tenant 
members to their choices and the 
consequence of those choices, and 
ultimately build self-confi dence. 

Citizens uphold their responsibilities
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33% of tenants have lived at Mainstay for more than 10 years (ongoing)

24% of tenants have lived at Mainstay for 5-10 years (ongoing)

14% of tenants have lived at Mainstay for 3-5 years (ongoing)

29% of tenants have lived at Mainstay for 1-3 years (ongoing)

1-3 years
29%

3-5 years
14%

5-10 years
24%

10 years +
33%

Tenure at Mainstay as at March 31, 2011

A look at our Eviction 
Prevention over the years
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IIn 1990, Mainstay gave tenants 
membership rights in the 
corporation. They could now vote 
for the Board of Directors, run for 
the board themselves, and take on 
the other rights of membership. 

Since 1999 we have convened tenant 
member meetings at individual 
buildings. Since 2000 we have been 
working with our members on 
community development strategies. 
And as part of our 2006 strategic 
plan, we worked with our members 
to develop a terms of reference and 
recruitment strategy to create a 
Member Advisory Committee.

But we believed more was needed. 
We wanted to create opportunities

for tenant members to take the lead 
– to not only suggest good ideas, 
but take action to turn those ideas
into reality. 

This is the difference between 
being a participant, and being a 
citizen and leader. In 2008, as a 
result of the Member Advisory 
Committee decision, we started 
tracking not just who participated 
in group activities, but who helped 
to lead them. Last year, 69 tenant 
members played a key role as 
community leaders. 

Community Leaders facilitate 
community development 
activities that address 
community needs, increase 

trust among members, 
support other members 
in their recovery process, 
and affirm Mainstay’s 
mission, vision and values. 
In delivering community develop-
ment initiatives, members take 
the initiative by identifying issues 
that matter, and  learning together, 
with support and investment from 
Mainstay, how to enhance skills 
so ‘ideas’  can become realities. 
They do things, from facilitating 
coffee groups, developing group 
charters, running gardening clubs, 
being responsible for common 
rooms, budgeting and purchasing 
supplies, posting notices, creating 
schedules, and, even cleaning up 
after the events and programs 
they run.
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Citizens contribute to their community

2008 - 63
2009 - 70
2010 - 69 
2011 - 69

Community 
Leaders 

Recognized 
Each Year



Barbra has been a Mainstay member for over 10 years. During that time she has 

participated in coffee groups, community kitchen, gardening, tenant meetings, a fi tness 

group and the LARC. She said, “Being part of these activities gave me great strength to 

be active in outside communities. I worked as a peer support worker at Sound Times for 8 years and 

was also on their board for 6 years. “Barbra has been working part time at Trinity Square Café since 

April 2010. She goes to Friends and Advocates each week to socialize. For the past 3 years she has been 

performing with a comedy group called Stand Up for Mental Health (Laughing Like Crazy).

 - • -

Freda has been a Mainstay tenant for 15 years. She has been running the food bank at her 

building since 2009. Other volunteer work includes Fife House in the late 1990’s, and 

Mustard Seed, in 2008, doing summer gardening. For the last six months she has been 

walking dogs in the Beaches to make extra money. Freda says she has made friends in the community. 

Now she helps out at garage sales and the money goes to animal shelters.
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OOur tenant members belong to the 
Mainstay community. But Mainstay 
is not, and should not be, their 
only community.

In recent years, we have begun to 
explore how Mainstay can be the 
bridge to the wider community. 
We start by cultivating leadership, 
investing in opportunities to help 
tenant members develop skills, plan, 
solve inter-personal confl icts, budget 
and set their own standards. 

“Jason” was a Crown Ward of the 
Children’s Aid Society since the age 
of nine, living in multiple foster and 
group homes around Ontario. He 
described growing up experiencing 
abuse and neglect as a young 
child and much instability, which 
persisted into his young adult life 
and contributed to the long term 
mental health issues he experiences. 
“Jason” was 21 years old, living 
homeless outside, sleeping in parks 
on and off for two years and “had

trouble with the law”,  before being 
housed at Mainstay in our intensive 
support program. 

Now 23 years old, “Jason” has been 
successfully housed since he moved 
in to Mainstay.  He initially struggled 
in the new world of housing but now 
feels comfortable and safe in his new 
home. He set his own course and 
completed his General Education 
Development, is currently taking 
college preparation courses through 
adult education and got his driver’s 
license. He is particularly proud of 
recently completing a certifi cate for 
a group he attended that focussed on 
mindfulness as well as completing 
two years of therapy. “Jason” has 
taken initiative in his recovery and 
has taken responsibility for his 
future. Most recently, “Jason” has 
communicated that he feels ready 
to be discharged from our intense 
support “so others can get what 
he has.”

Members had this to say 
about participation:

Walking Group “I feel different 
and happy the day I am attending 
the walking group and I can’t wait for 
next week to walk with the group”.

Coffee group  “This is a great 
opportunity to have a group like 
this so I can socialize and meet other 
tenants who have the same path.”

Gardening Group  “Every time 
I get outside I feel like I live in my 
home with a beautiful garden and it 
reminds me of my past when I lived 
with my family.”

“The garden adds some comfort to 
our home. We are a small house and 
gardening brings us together.”

“I like to be busy and do something 
good for my community and the 
gardening group gives me that 
opportunity.”

Citizens have a place in the world 
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Homework Club
Members, with the support of our staff, at one of our family build-
ings, collaborated with the New Hope Tabernacle Church to devel-
op a homework club for children in the building. The program is 
held twice weekly, for kindergarten to grade 5 and once per week 
for grades 6 to 12. 

Comments from parents:
“It’s fun and the kids enjoy it.”

“More and more kids are getting are getting involved.”

“There needs to be more activities for the children in the community 
to be involved in something that will focus their attention on 
something positive.”

“I volunteer because I can give back to the community by helping 
the kids get the education that is so important for their future.”
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Community  
Initiatives by Number 

of Buildings 
2010-2011

Tenant Member Meetings 28

Gardening Clubs 27

Coff ee Groups 26

Community Kitchen 4

Fitness Group 1

Walking Groups 2

Computer Club 1

Movie Nights 2

Arts Group 2

Good Food Box 2

Yoga 1

Homework Club 1

Brunch 1

Games/Bingo 1

Birthday Celebration 1
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The Opportunity Fund
Since 2007, Mainstay has invested 
in the potential of tenant members 
through our Opportunity Fund. The 
fund enables tenant members to take 
a course, develop a hobby, or acquire 
skills that will support their road to 
recovery. It leads to employment, 
volunteering and self-improvement. 

This year, for example, Stephanie 
completed the Landscape Painting 
program offered by Workman Arts. 
She enjoyed it so much she enrolled 
in several other courses and was 
granted two consecutive studio 
residences which allowed her to do 
her art work.  Stephanie’s abstract 
portrait of herself on canvas was 
featured in the Propeller Gallery’s 
“Face It Head On” show during the 
Nuit Blanche Arts Festival.  Stephanie 
is currently working on a mosaic 
project that will be installed as part 
of the CAMH renovation.

Wellness Recovery Action 
Plan Training    
WRAP® stands for Wellness 
Recovery Action Plan™. It is a self-
management and recovery system 
developed by and for people with 
mental health diffi culties, rooted in 
the premise that there are “no limits” 
to recovery. WRAP equips people to 
create their own plans, focus on their 
strengths, and choose strategies for 
themselves that are simple and safe. 

In 2010 we formed a WRAP Training 
Team to offer WRAP training to all 
interested tenant members. The 
team included tenant members 
Virginia Doolittle and Marlene Shortt, 
in partnership with Supportive 
Housing Workers, Charmaine 
Walker, Marian Adan, Wayne Cruise 
(Peer Support Worker) and Katherine 
Salinas as manager lead.

After receiving Facilitation Training 
WRAP Level 2, the team met its goal 
of delivering WRAP training at four 
locations to 60 tenant members 
agency-wide. They are now planning 
ways to reach more tenant members 
next year. 

Mainstay has been invited to report 
on the success of the WRAP training 
at the Psychosocial Rehabilitation 
Conference in Cape Breton in 
September 2011. A Supportive 
Housing Worker and tenant 
members will discuss the evolution 
of WRAP training at Mainstay and 
share both participant and agency 
feedback on the program’s initial 
outcomes.

Investing in members’ hopes and dreams

2010 Opportunity Fund Recipients & 
Board Member.



WRAP participants received their certifi cate, a copy of the information they had created together and a copy of their picture.

“The WRAP group helped me a lot. Now I feel I 

have a sense of pride and dignity, knowing that 

I can get myself through a crisis period. I do not 

need to go to Gerstein Centre this year, like I did 

last year.”

WRAP participant.

 “It allows people to take control of their lives. 

People are able to identify their strength, 

create crisis planning.”

WRAP participant.
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New homes and support 
for 64 people living with 
addictions
This year, Mainstay embarked on 
two important partnerships to 
provide housing and support for 64 
clients of the addiction system. 

The fi rst partnership between 
Mainstay and the Jean Tweed Centre 
will offer support to 32 women-
focused households in a brand new 
building. Jean Tweed will offer 
specialized support, with Mainstay 
providing housing support and 
liaison with the landlord, St. Clare’s 
Multifaith Housing Society.

Another 32 units fall under a 
partnership between Mainstay and 
St. Stephen’s Community House. We 
are part of a collaboration known 
as TCAT (Toronto Community 
Addiction Team). TCAT offers 
housing and intensive, addictions-
focused support to persons with 
persistent substance use. The 
aim is to meet clients’ needs 
while reducing their reliance on 
emergency medical and withdrawal 
management services. 

A renewed Support Service 
Agreement 
This spring, Mainstay and twenty 
agencies signed off on a renewed 
Support Service Agreement. The 
three-year agreement, the result 

of a one-year review, increases 
collaboration and identifi es new 
joint practices, such as discharge 
planning, and emphasizes the 
value of the inclusion of our 
tenant members. Our vision has 

5 elements: quality and on-
going maintenance of 
units and sites; healthy 
and satisfi ed clients/tenants; 
coordinated, fl exible and
responsive support; collabor-
ative engaged leadership; 
and equitable access to 
housing supports. Our next task 
is to create performance indicators 
to measure the effectiveness of our 
collaboration. A sub-committee will 
work to identify measures. 

This year’s accomplishments

Mainstay’s 
Addiction Rent 
Supplement 
Housing Team:
Parvin Merchant, 
Katherine Salinas 
and Gilda Martens
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Becoming an OCAN “early 
adopter”
Mainstay volunteered to be among 
the first community mental health 
agencies to use the Ontario Common 
Assessment of Need (OCAN). 

Mainstay used OCAN to identify 
tenant members who are not 
connected to active supports. We 
believe this consumer-led decision-
making tool will continue to 
help tenant-members meet their 
unmet needs and gain even greater 
confidence in their abilities to 
achieve in their life.

Promoting long and healthy 
lives
Mainstay convened the Early 
Onset Illness and Mortality 
Working Group in October 
2010. We saw the challenges facing 
our tenants, clients and members: 
chronic illnesses, early deaths, 
difficulties getting and keeping 
a family doctor, and difficulties 
maintaining healthy lifestyles, and 
we invited others to join us.

The group has consulted with a wide 
variety of local experts, conducted 
focus groups and interviews with 
over 60 tenants and front-line staff, 
and worked with students from 
Ryerson’s and York’s Social Work 
departments. It is now drawing 
upon its findings to develop a “call to 
action” for the Toronto Central LHIN 
and other decision-makers. 
 

Collaborators in the Early Onset Illness and Mortality Working Group:
Accommodation, Information and Support Inc.; Community Outreach Programs in Addictions; Dixon Hall; 
Houselink Community Homes; Mainstay Housing; Margaret Frazer House; Ryerson University – Faculty of 
Arts; St. Stephen’s Community House; South Riverdale Community Health Centre; SPRINT; Street Health; 
Woodgreen Community Services; York University – Faculty of Social Work. 
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Improving our buildings 
During the past year, Mainstay: 

• Completed 3,670 tenant-generated work orders;

• Reduced pest control issues by 32% since last year;

• Installed backfl ow devices in 21 properties;

• Upgraded carbon monoxide detection systems at 
our Andover, Broadview and St. Clair buildings with 
underground parking garages, to meet health and 
safety requirements and Building Code;

• Renovated kitchens and bathrooms at Riverside;

• Recaulked the facade at Broadview;

• Replaced the domestic hot water and heating boilers 
at Danforth;

• Modifi ed stairwell risers and common area window 
guards at St. Clair to meet municipal licensing and 
standards;

Thanks to funding from the Ontario 
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care’s 
Social Housing Retrofi t and 
Renovation Program we:

• Replaced the hot water circulation lines, 
chiller and boilers at St. Clair;

• Replaced the roof and exterior curtain 
wall at a Dundas West building.

Agustin carrying out our preventative maintenance program

Mario completing a work order
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Farewell to Uma
Last August our much-loved 
receptionist Uma Sivasuntharam
reti red a f ter ten yea rs of 
exemplary service.

As the fi rst point of contact, 
Mainstay’s receptionist has a big 
impact on tenant members. Uma 
was a master of fi rst impressions. 
At her retirement luncheon, our 
farewell video featured stories of 
Uma’s welcome to staff coming 
for their job interviews, and of her 
“always happy to help” presence 
in the offi ce. 

During her time at Mainstay, a 
tenant member created a wood 
carving of Uma’s name and gave it 
to her as a thank you. We made an 
exemption to our no gifts policy and 
Uma, touched by the gift, proudly 
displayed it at the reception desk.  

The outpouring of gratitude 
and farewell messages from her 
colleagues and tenant members are 
a testimony to Uma’s commitment 
and dedication to providing the 
best customer service to our tenant 
members. Uma set a benchmark 
of accountability, team work and 
caring.

Uma Sivasuntharam and Brigitte Witkowski
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BBuilding Services:  
Mario Araya
Teresita Bagorio
Randy Baldwin  
Agustin Barahona  
Garfi eld Barrett  
John Battye  
Wayne Bisnath  
Arun Bryson  
Medardo Cabebe 
Beth Elenzano  
Jimmy Eshesh  
Ray Fortune  
Elvira Gabbassova
Olimpia Lauriston
Gail Loubert 
George Luzio  
Desmond Marrett  
Rabi Martyn  
Teresa Rivas  
Myriam Sanz 

Tenant and 
Member Services:
Marian Adan  
Ferreshteh Bahmani  
Carrie Chega  
Melissa Consunji 
Wayne Cruise  
Abigail Davis  

Kimberley Ellsworth  
Stephen Gray  
Andrea Gutowski 
Mel Logan  
Sandra Mageau-Marsh 
Rakibul Mannan  
Gilda Martens  
Parvin Merchant 
Nelly Melo  
Alireza Mikanik 
Randolph Ouimet
Heather Pegg  
Volletta Peters  
Math Radfar  
Marta Roller  
Katherine Salinas  
Charmaine Walker
Sharon Williams  

Finance and 
Administration:
Claudia Alvarado  
Michael Deans  
Jane Edwards  
Elvira Gabbassova
Tony Le-Catequista 
Alison Meloche  
Uma Sivasuntharam  
Tony Yu  

Executive Director:  
Brigitte Witkowski  

Executive Assistant:  
Nancy Sugar  

Summer Students:
Amy Beckwith and 
Imogen Mercer 
(Ryerson University)

Placement Students for 
2010-2011:
Kelly Aleman and 
Katherine Francombe
(York University)
Yanina Garcia 
(Herzing College)
Banafsheh Ghadiri 
and Tahnieh Ghobad 
(Centennial College)
Anna Granovsky and 
Elena Siviero 
(George Brown College)
Sue Lam 
(Ryerson University)

Donors:
Thank you to our 
generous corporate and 
individual donors.

In memoriam for 
members who passed 
away in 2010-2011:
Bertha Breton
Brian Ellery
Roryblaine Goldsboro
Girma Hailu
Rita Matovu
Ian Madill
Marwan Safi 
Jermeine Simon

Thank you to Marta Roller 
and Summer Student 
Vanessa Heaney for 
compiling the statistics 
in this report.

Years of employment 
at Mainstay

5-9 years

10-14 years

20+ years

All of our achievements are thanks to the Mainstay Team
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Funders: 
Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care – Housing;  SHRRP – Social Housing Renovation and Retrofi t Program. Toronto Central Local Health 
Integration Network; Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation; City of Toronto Supporting Communities Partnership Initiative; City of Toronto 
Homelessness Partnership Initiative (Streets to Homes). 

Audited Financial Statements available upon request.
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2010-2011 Financials 
  Operating Revenues 2010-2011     $14,191,621

68.63% Ontario Ministry of Health and CMHC - Housing
7.39% Toronto Central LHIN

0.97% Toronto Central LHIN - Supportive Housing for People Living with 
Problematic Substance Use

4.43% Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing - SHRRP
16.28% Rental Income - Tenants

1.43% City of Toronto - Streets to Homes
0.87%   Resource Generation & Other

  Operating Expenses 2010-2011     $14,191,621

8.36% Support to Tenant Members
(housing stability, mental health counselling, capacity building)

21.59% Building Operations and Maintenance
2.79% Replacement  Reserve Contribution for Major Repairs
4.43% Capital Upgrades - SHRRP
3.24% Organizational Reserve

7.26% Corporate Services 
(Admin., Finance and IT Services including Board Expenses, AGM)

18.54% Mortgage Interest
17.37% Depreciation/Amortization
8.82% Utilities
6.89% Municipal Taxes
0.70% Insurance
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